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Angular motion point spread function model
considering aberrations and defocus effects
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When motion blur is considered, the optics point spread function (PSF) is conventionally assumed to be fixed,
and therefore cascading of the motion optical transfer function (OTF) with the optics OTF is allowed. However,
in angular motion conditions, the image is distorted by space-variant effects of wavefront aberrations, defocus,
and motion blur. The proposed model considers these effects and formulates a combined space-variant PSF
obtained from the angle-dependent optics PSF and the motion PSF that acts as a weighting function. Results
of comparison of the new angular-motion-dependent PSF and the traditional PSF show significant differences.
To simplify the proposed model, an efficient approximation is suggested and evaluated. © 2006 Optical Soci-
ety of America

OCIS codes: 080.1010, 110.0110, 110.4850.
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. INTRODUCTION
ngular motion is very common in moving imaging sys-

ems such as systems mounted on vehicles (cars, ships,
lanes, etc.), home video, robot vision, and so on. Exten-
ive research has been done regarding the point spread
unction (PSF) [or its Fourier transform, the optical trans-
er function (OTF)] of motion.1–10 Nevertheless, the effects
f the motion on the OTF of the optics have been treated
eparately from that of the optics itself. According to the
raditional system OTF approach,3 on its course from the
bject plane to the image plane, the optical wavefront
ay go through several disturbing media or processes

such as an atmospheric path, motion, optics, imager,
tc.). The traditional OTF approach of system engineering
nalysis describes the influence of each stage by its OTF
assuming a linear space-invariant system) and then cal-
ulates the overall system OTF as the product of all the
tages’ OTFs (cascade). This method has an important ad-
antage of enabling the designer to analyze the influence
f each stage on the overall image quality independently.

The traditional cascade approach assumes a space- and
ime-invariant system, allowing a single PSF across the
ntire field of view (FOV). The PSF may be calculated at
everal points across the FOV. However, when the effect
f motion blur is considered, authors tend to assume
pace-invariant optics for simplification.3 In this case the
SF is calculated at the central field point (the optical
xis) and is assumed to represent the entire FOV. When
he optics is assumed to be space invariant in this ap-
roach, its PSF for each object location does not change in
ime when motion occurs, allowing simpler, but less accu-
ate PSF calculation.

The accuracy of the combined space-invariant OTF of
oth angular motion and optics attained by cascading
multiplying) approximated motion and optics OTFs ap-
ears to suffer for the following reasons:

1. When a fixed object point is imaged during angular
otion, the optics PSF is time–space varying due to the
1084-7529/06/081856-9/$15.00 © 2
hanges of the object distance that result from the
hanges of viewing angle during exposure (space-variant
efocus). This is significant when the object movement is
reater than the depth of field of the optical system.

2. In the presence of aberrations, the motion-induced
ptics PSF is not identical across the entire FOV. Each
eld point has a different optics PSF depending on the
iewing angle (space-variant aberrations).

3. Even in the absence of aberrations, the same angu-
ar motion will cause different displacement (blurs) on the
mager for points at different angular locations on the ob-
ect plane (space-variant motion).

This paper proposes a more accurate model, which in-
ludes both the space-variant nature of the imaging sys-
em and the dynamic effects of the angular motion to de-
ermine the combined optics and motion PSF for different
ocations in the FOV. The space-variant PSF is developed
y analyzing two types of wavefront error causes: defocus
nd Seidel aberrations (which include spherical, astigma-
ism, field curvature, distortion, and coma). In the new
odel, the motion PSF is used as a weighting function for

he local optics PSF that varies during the exposure.

. INFLUENCE OF ANGULAR MOTION ON
HE WAVEFRONT ERRORS

n the following analysis, we assume for simplicity that
hroughout the integration time the shutter is wide open
nd the imager’s distance from the lens vertex does not
hange. In contrast, the relative angular motion between
he optical system and a static object point, or the viewing
ngle, is continuously changing. Two types of wavefront
rrors caused by the varying viewing angle are consid-
red:

1. “Dynamic aberration errors,” which result from the
hange in the relative amount of wavefront aberrations
epending on the angular location of the object point.
006 Optical Society of America
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2. “Dynamic defocus,” which results from the change of
he image focal location while the physical distance be-
ween the imager and the lens vertex is fixed. This dy-
amic defocus will be expressed here in terms of wave-
ront error.

Angular motion analysis setup. Figure 1 describes four
tates (1–4) of angular motion around a single axis. Two
bject points (on and off the optical axis) are imaged.
tate 2 is the center of rotation, where the on-axis object
oint is aligned with the optical axis. In this state the two
oints are on the same paraxial object plane and are fo-
used at the sensor (the image plane). Due to the rotation
f the camera (around the thin lens center), the physical
bject and image planes will no longer satisfy the paraxial
ptics conditions. For each point we define new object and
mage planes that are perpendicular to the rotated optical
xis and satisfy the paraxial optics approximation ap-
roach for the point. In Fig. 1 the single paraxial plane
ystem (Obj Pln0/Imager) will separate due to the angu-
ar rotations into two new paraxial plane systems (Obj
ln1/Img Pln1 and Obj Pln2/Img Pln2). The new planes
re used for the calculation of the aberrations at that tem-
oral angular state. The dynamic distance between the
ew temporary paraxial image plane and the imager sig-

ig. 1. (Color online) Four representative states (1–4) of a rota-
ion around a single axis. The physical object and image planes
re marked “Obj Pln0” and “Imager,” respectively. Paraxial object
nd image planes due to the angular motion are marked “Obj
ln1” and “Obj Pln2,” and “Img pln1” and “Img pln2,” respec-

ively. In state 2 the motion angle is 0 deg, and the two object
oints lie in the same (physical) object plane.
ifies the dynamic defocus. The images of each object
oint are marked in each step on both the imager and the
araxial image plane. The profile of the image of the point
n the imager during the exposure (the PSF) will be ana-
yzed below. In the development of the model, we assume
or simplicity an angular motion around the y axis only.

Figure 2 determines four representative object point lo-
ations (relative to the optical axis) as follows: point
��x=0,�y=0� is an on-axis point, point B��x� ,�y=0� is

ff axis perpendicular to the motion direction, point
��x�0,�y�0� is off axis in both directions, and point
��x=0,�y�0� is off axis in only the motion direction.

. DEFOCUS AND ABERRATION
AVEFRONT ERROR

. Image Location during Angular Motion
he result of motion during the integration time is image
lur in the motion direction. The overall space-variant
lur is determined by both motion and optics PSFs. We
an describe this blur as a summation or integration of
he instantaneous optics PSFs (denoted PSFopt) over the
xposure. The contribution of each instantaneous PSFopt
epends on its location, shape, and weight in the overall
ummation. The weight is proportional to time spent at
his location according to the motion PSF. Figure 3 pre-
ents the geometry of an instantaneous imaging state of a
oint P0�X0 ,Y0�. The angular motion measured relative to
n initial optical axis location (state 2) is indicated by
y�t�, and the angular location of the object point in the x
nd y directions is ��x ,�y�. The coordinates of the image
oint P1�X1 ,Y1� at time t will be

X1 = Si0 tan��y�t� − �y�, �1�

Y1 = �Si0/cos��y�t� − �y��tan��x�t� − �x�. �2�

ssuming rotation around the y axis only ��x�t�=0�, we
et

Y1 = �Si0/cos��y�t� − �y��tan�− �x�, �3�

here Si0 is the nominal (physical) image plane distance
nd Si0/cos��y�t�−�y� is the distance from the center of
otation to the image point [symbolized by R�t� in Fig. 3].

ig. 2. (Color online) Representative object point locations and
orresponding paraxial object planes: point A��x=0,�y=0� is an
n-axis point, point B��x=2.5,�y=0� is off axis perpendicular to
he motion direction, point C��x=2.5,�y=2.5� is off axis in the
wo directions, and point D��x=0,�y=2.5� is off axis in the mo-
ion direction.
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or sign conversion we assume that the motion direction
s positive.

It should be noted that, due to its dependency on �y�t�,
he image of an off-axis point in the perpendicular sense
�x�0� changes its position in the Y1 direction during
canning and makes a curved path on the imager.

. Defocus due to Rotation around a Single Axis
Dynamic Defocus)

e would like to describe the point P0�X0 ,Y0� in terms of
araxial optics, where the location of the point relative to
he optical axis is changing continuously due to the angu-
ar motion. As shown in Fig. 3, let So0 be the distance be-
ween the initial object plane and the initial lens plane,
nd let R�y be the distance between the object point and
he center of rotation (lens); then

R�y =
So0

cos��y�
. �4�

he distance between the paraxial object plane and the
ens plane during scanning, So�y (Fig. 2), will then be

So�y�t� = R�y cos�− �y + �y�t��. �5�

ubstituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) yields

ig. 3. (Color online) Detailed illustration of the angular scan-
ing system (a “magnification” of one of the states of Fig. 1).
So�y�t� = � So0

cos��y��cos�− �y + �y�t��. �6�

he object coordinates in the temporal paraxial object
lane (Obj Pln2) will be

X0�t� = So�y�t�tan��y�t� − �y�, �7�

Y0�t� = So�y�t�tan��x�. �8�

rom paraxial optics we obtain a temporal (paraxial) focal
mage plane (Img Pln2) distance:

Si„�y�t�,�x,�y… = �1

f
−

1

So�y�t��−1

, �9�

here f is the focal length of the thin lens.
The initial paraxial image plane distance is assumed to

e the same as the distance of the on-axis image plane at
=0: Si�0,0,0�=Si0.

While the sensor distance Si0 is fixed, the paraxial im-
ge distance is changing. The result is that the paraxial
mage is not focused on the imager, and the amount of de-
ocus is continuously changing due to the motion. This
ontinuous change is the dynamic defocus:

DF„�y�t�,�x,�y… = Si0 − �1

f
−

cos��y�

So0 cos�− �y + �y�t���−1

.

�10�

he dependency of DF on �y indicates that different in-
tantaneous points with different viewing angles have dif-
erent amounts of defocus during the angular motion.

. Representation in Terms of Wavefront Errors
perfect wavefront is a perfect sphere that converges to a

ingle point at the paraxial image plane. As stated above,
uring angular motion, the optical system is subjected to
wo sources of wavefront errors (disregarding chromatic
berration): dynamic defocus and dynamic wavefront ab-
rrations.

. Defocus-Induced Wavefront Errors
n wavefront error representation, the defocus (DF) is the
istance between the centers of two spheres that are tan-
ent at the optical axis. A well-focused image is formed
hen the center of a sphere is a point on the sensor plane.
igure 4 illustrates a perfect wavefront R and a reference
phere R1. DF is the distance between the centers of R
nd R1. The defocus wavefront error can be determined
s11

�WDF = − 1
2n1�2DF, �11�

here n1 is the image space refractive index, � is the
ngle between the ray and the optical axis, and DF is the
efocus determined by Eq. (10).
Denoting the radial coordinate of the wavefront (in the

xit pupil) by e=	�X1
1�2+ �Y1

1�2 and assuming small angles
�=e /R�, we can write the wavefront error due to defocus
Eq. (11)] as
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�WDF = − 1
2n1

e2

R2DF„�y�t�,�x,�y…. �12�

. Aberration-Induced Wavefront Errors
ptical imaging systems do not form perfect images. A
onperfect lens causes various wavefront aberrations
hat may result in an image of a point expanding beyond
he size of the diffraction-limited PSF.12 The wavefront er-
or in this case can be described by Seidel aberrations.13

ssuming a rotationally symmetric system, the aberra-
ion wavefront error in the exit pupil plane can be formu-
ated as13

��4� = − 1
4B�4 − Ck4 − 1

2Dr2�2 + Er2k2 + F�2k2, �13�

here B, C, D, E, and F are the Seidel aberration coeffi-
ients corresponding, respectively, to the fourth-order ab-
rrations (also commonly known as third-order aberra-
ions): spherical, astigmatism, field curvature, distortion,
nd coma.
To explain the rest of the arguments of Eq. (13), we will

rst determine the wavefront propagation in the imaging
ystem. We can imagine a cone of rays leaving an object
oint toward the entrance pupil of the optical system. A
onjugate cone of rays will then leave the exit pupil. As
llustrated in Fig. 5 for a single ray, each ray of that out-

ig. 4. Defocus wavefront representation. R and R1 are perfect
nd reference wavefronts, with centers at O and O1, respectively.
F and �WDF are defined as the defocus and the defocus wave-

ront error, respectively.

ig. 5. Illustration of a cross section of a nonideal wavefront
nd a reference sphere forming ray aberration. P*�X* ,Y*� is the
araxial image point where the ideal wavefront should converge
ray R), and P11�X11,Y11� is the intersecting point of an aberrated
ay Q1

1P11. The distance between the two points is the ray
berration.
ut cone passes through a specific coordinate in the exit
upil, �X1

1 ,Y1
1�, and strikes the paraxial image plane at

oint �X11,Y11� near the paraxial image point �X* ,Y*�. For
onvenience, we can transform the coordinates of the ob-
ect plane, the exit pupil plane, and the paraxial image
lane into new units of length called Seidel variables,13 as
hown in Table 1.

In this table �0 and �1 are units of length of the en-
rance and exit pupils, respectively, such that the lateral
agnification between the planes of the entrance and the

xit pupil, M�=�1 /�0, is assumed to be 1 (as a single thin
ens is assumed here), n0 and n1 are the refractive indices
n the object and the image space, and k, �, and r are the
ourth-power combinations of Seidel variables:

k2 = x0�1 + y0�1, �2 = �1
2 + �1

2, r2 = x0
2 + y0

2.

�14�

rom the wavefront error equation (13), it is clear that
he wavefront error due to the aberrations highly depends
n the ray angle (expressed as angular distance between
he object point and the optical axis). Thus, in an aber-
ated optical system, the angular motion will cause con-
inuous changes in wavefront errors, termed here dy-
amic wavefront aberrations. It should be noted that a
onsideration of higher-order aberrations as well will in-
rease the accuracy of the model.

. Overall Wavefront Error via Ray Aberration
alculations
he overall wavefront error is obtained by summing the
ynamic defocus wavefront error and the aberration
avefront error. The wavefront error function is the local
ptical path difference of the true wavefront relative to a
ure sphere. A derivative of that error function will be the
rror in the ray direction that is associated with that lo-
ation and ideally points to the center of the ideal sphere.
ultiplication of the ray direction error by the image dis-

ance produces the relative offset of the ray, called ray ab-
rration. The derivative of Eq. (13) in both directions pro-
uces the horizontal and vertical components of the ray
berration angle relative to the paraxial ray direction13

�x�3� = x0�2Ck2 − Er2 − F�2� + �1�B�2 + Dr2 − 2Fk2�,

�15�

�x�3� = y0�2Ck2 − Er2 − F�2� + �1�B�2 + Dr2 − 2Fk2�.

�16�

he shift from the paraxial image point of each ray can be
alculated by translating back the Seidel coefficients. The

Table 1. Seidel Variables

bject Plane Image Plane
Exit
Pupil

x0 =
n0�0

So0
X0 x1 =

n1�1

Si0
X11 �1 =

X1
1

�1

y0 =
n0�0

So0
Y0 y1 =

n1�1

Si0
Y11 �1 =

Y1
1

�1
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ay aberration in the paraxial image plane will be, in each
irection,13

�XABR = X11 − X* =
Si0�x�3�

n1	1
,

�YABR = Y11 − Y* =
Si0�y�3�

n1	1
, �17�

here P*�X* ,Y*� is the intersecting point of the paraxial
mage plane and the ray striking the imager at P1�X1 ,Y1�
Fig. 3). Since Si0 is the distance to the imager’s plane,
hich can be somewhat shifted from the paraxial plane

as a result of the defocus), X11 is actually measured at
he imager plane; thus, in practice, �XABR=X11−X1 and
YABR=Y11−Y1.
The horizontal and vertical ray aberration components

f the defocus contribution can be obtained by differenti-
ting Eq. (12) and multiplying it by Si0:

�XDF = − n1

X1
1

Si0
DF„�y�t�,�x,�y…,

�YDF = − n1

Y1
1

Si0
DF„�y�t�,�x,�y…. �18�

he overall wavefront error is obtained by summing the
ynamic defocus and aberration wavefront errors:

�X = �XABR + �XDF,

�Y = �YABR + �YDF. �19�

. FORMATION OF THE SPACE-VARIANT
NGULAR MOTION POINT SPREAD
UNCTION
he distribution of wavefront error at the exit pupil ex-
resses here both defocus and Seidel aberrations. If it is
epresented as a phase distribution at the exit pupil, the
ptics PSF could be calculated with the physical optics
pproach.14,15 However, when the wavefront aberration
xtent is at least two wavelengths (as assumed here), dif-
raction can be neglected and a geometrical approach14

an be used to approximate the local optics OTF as fol-
ows:

The spreading rays from the exit pupil intersect the im-
ge plane at different locations (ray aberrations). The
SF can be built from the distribution of those intersec-
ion points in the image plane. The shape of the PSF is
etermined by the number of rays striking each area16

assuming a uniform ray distribution entering the exit
upil).17 The instantaneous optics PSF can be approxi-
ated by

PSFopt�Xim,Xim,X1,Y1� =
1

N

i=1

N


�Xim − �X1 + �Xi����,

Yim − �Y1 + �Yi�����, �20�

here �Xim,Yim� are the imager coordinates, �X1 ,Y1� are
he ideal image coordinates defined in Eqs. (1)–(3), N is
he total number of rays, ��Xi ,�Yi� are determined by the
ay aberrations, and � symbolizes the parameters on
hich the ray aberrations depend (B, C, D, E, F, DF, Si0,
1, n2, k, r, and �). The values of these parameters are af-

ected by the relative initial object location ��x ,�y� and by
he dynamic viewing angle ��x�t� ,�y�t��. In a rotation
round the y axis only, �x=0.

. Angular Motion Point Spread Function
he PSF of the motion during integration is proportional

o the inverse of the relative velocity between the imager
nd the object. This PSF is actually similar to the PDF or
he normalized histogram of the motion (represented as
ocation versus time).2 If the optics PSF were space in-
ariant during the angular motion, the overall PSF would
e a convolution of the optics and motion PSFs. However,
s we stated earlier, this relatively simple formation of
he angular motion PSF is not accurate because the optics
SF is actually space variant in angular motion condi-

ions. Each viewing angle interval has a corresponding
ptics PSF, while the fraction of energy imaged from the
bject at that interval is proportional to the motion PSF
alue there. Therefore the motion PSF can be employed
s the weighting function to the local optics PSF in the
xposure process. Mathematically, we can break down the
otion PSF into a series of delta functions with different
eights, where each delta expresses the portion of energy
ransferred to each location due to the motion profile:

PSFmotion�Xim,Yim,X1i,Y1i� = 

i=is

jse

AMPmotion�X1i,Y1i�
�Xim

− X1i,Yim − Y1i�, �21�

here �X1i ,Y1i� are discrete image coordinates. The mo-
ion range is defined by is and ise, where �X1is

,Y1is
� and

X1ise
,Y1isc

� represent, respectively, the initial and final
mage point locations due to the motion process.
MPmotion�X1i ,Y1i� is the value of the discrete histogram
f the motion at spatial location �X1i ,Y1i�. Although the
ngular motion function �y�t� is similar over the entire
mager’s FOV, the PSF depends on the position ��x ,�x� of
he object point, even in the absence of aberrations.

A local PSF is defined as the local optics PSF �PSFopt�
eighted by the local motion PSF value AMPmotion:

SFlocal�Xim,Yim,X1i,Y1i�

= PSFopt�Xim,Yim,X1i,Y1i�AMPmotion�X1i,Y1i�. �22�

he overall angular motion PSF �PSFang motion� is an inte-
ration of the point spread distributions in all the loca-
ions during the exposure:

SFang motion�Xim,Yim,X1i,Y1i�

= 

i=is

ise

PSFlocal�Xim,Yim,X1i,Y1i� � 
�Xim − X1i,Yim − Y1i�.

�23�

. Optical Transfer Function Model
he Fourier transform of the PSF, known as the OTF, can
e used in a space-invariant system where the recorded
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mage is modeled as a convolution between the input im-
ge and the PSF (a multiplication in the frequency do-
ain). In the more accurate space-variant model pro-

osed here, a “local OTF” (the Fourier transform of the
ocal PSF) is developed and used to evaluate and compare
he system’s response in the spatial frequency domain. A
ocal OTF may be used in a block-based processing, where
single OTF is approximated for each block (according to

he Fourier transform of the PSF at the center of the
lock).
The angular motion OTF at location �X1i ,Y1i� is the

ourier transform of Eq. (23):

TFang motion��x,�y,X1i,Y1i�

=��

i=is

ise

�PSFlocal�Xim,Yim,X1i,Y1i�

� 
�Xim − X1i,Yim − Y1i��dXimdYim, �24�

here =exp�−j��xXim+�yYim�� and ��x ,�y� are the spa-
ial frequency coordinates in the image plane. Exchang-
ng the locations of the summation and the integration
ields

TFang motion��x,�y,X1i,Y1i�

= 

i=is

ise �� PSFlocal�Xim,Yim,X1i,Y1i�

� �
�Xim − X1i,Yim − Y1i��dXimdYim. �25�

onverting the spatial convolution into a multiplication
n the Fourier domain, where OTFlocal is the Fourier
ransform of PSFlocal, produces

TFang motion��x,�y,X1i,Y1i�

= 

i=is

ise

OTFlocal��x,�y,X1i,Y1i� � exp�j��xXim + �yYim��,

�26�

here the local OTF �OTFlocal� is, according to Eq. (22),

TFlocal��x,�y,X1i,Y1i�

= AMPmotion�X1i,Y1i�OTFopt��x,�y,X1i,Y1i�. �27�

. GENERALIZATION TO OTHER CASES OF
OTION-DEPENDENT OPTICS POINT

PREAD FUNCTION
he proposed model can be used in other cases in which
he optics PSF is varying due to motion. Such a case is the
ime-varying defocus due to motion during exposure per-
endicular to the image plane.18 In this case the optics
SF is a function of a constant aberration form and a
arying motion-induced defocus. Here again, the motion
SF can be used as a weighting function for the instanta-
eous optics PSF, resulting in an OTF of the form

TFperp�motion��x,�y�

= 

i=i

ise

AMPmotion�DF�i��OTFopt��x,�y,DF�i��. �28�

s

. SIMULATION SETUP
thin lens model was used, and a motion around the y

xis at the center of the lens was assumed. The motion
ype was chosen arbitrarily to be a high frequency sinu-
oidal (in which the exposure equals the temporal sinu-
oid period multiplied by an integer, or much higher than
he period). The motion amplitude was set to be 5 �m (
0 �m peak-to-peak extent). The optical setup of the
imulation is presented in Table 2. The resulting optics
SFs were verified with the OSLO simulator.19,20

. RESULTS
. Motion-Only and Optics-Only Modulation Transfer
unctions
lthough the angular motion function �y�t� is similar for

he entire imager FOV, the motion PSF depends on the lo-
ation of the object point at the object plane, ��x ,�y�. Fig-
re 6(a) presents motion-only modulation transfer func-
ions (MTFs) for different initial object point locations
�y=0, 2.5, 10, and 15 deg), where the motion function is
y�t�=0.057 sin�2�t� deg and Si0=47.8 mm. As the angu-
ar location of the point increases, the motion PSF extent
lso increases and the corresponding MTF becomes nar-
ower. Figure 6(b) compares cross sections of optics-only
TFs for the four point locations (A, B, C, and D, as de-

ned in Fig. 2). It can be seen that different point angular
ocations cause different MTFs.

. Combined Motion and Optics Effects in Angular
otion
his subsection presents a comparison of PSF and MTF
esults, obtained by using the traditional and proposed
ethods, for four representative point locations (A, B, C,

nd D, as defined in Fig. 2). Although the common high
requency sinusoidal motion type was arbitrarily used in
he simulation, other motion types give qualitatively
imilar results.

Three models have been compared:

Table 2. Optical Setup Used in the Simulation
with a Single Thin Lensa

Parameter Value Unit

So0 (Initial object
distance)

100 m

Si0 (focal length)b 48.37 mm
Entrance diameter 10 mm

Entrance pupil
distance

0 mm

Lens front radii 50 mm
Lens back radii −50 mm
Glass material BK7

Electromagnetic
wavelength

0.5875 �m

Refractive index 1.5168

aThe geometric values and the glass material represent a common optical system.
wavelength of 0.5875 �m is frequently used in visible optical design.19,20

bThe imager distance criterion was an on-axis minimum root mean square spot
ize �monochromatic� for the above configuration.
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1. The cascade model, in which the on-axis PSF ap-
roximation is used and assumed to be space invariant
cross the FOV of the lens.
2. The proposed model.
3. An approximation of the proposed model, in which
otion amplitude is assumed to be much smaller than the

ens FOV, enabling a space-invariant optics PSF across
he motion range. In this case the optics PSF was approxi-
ated according to its value in the center of the motion

ange.

ig. 6. (Color online) (a) Motion-only (no aberrations) MTFs for
omparison of cross sections of optics-only (no motion) MTFs for

ig. 7. PSFs of the four representative object points (A, B, C, a
rom the different locations of the points. In small angular motion
raditional method.
Figure 7 presents four PSFs of the four points (A, B, C,
nd D, shown in Fig. 2). Brighter values represent loca-
ions where a higher fraction of the intensity of the point
s received. The center of each PSF [point (0,0)] is the
deal location of the image of the point when no motion or
berration occurs. It can be seen that significant differ-
nces exist among the PSFs as a result of the different lo-
ations of the object points. The nonsymmetric natures of
he PSFs result from the nonsymmetric nature of the
otion-only PSF (that is, one-dimensional) and the differ-

ent initial object point locations (�y=0, 2.5, 10, and 15 deg). (b)
ur point locations A, B, C, and D, defined in Fig. 2.

shown in Fig. 2). Significant differences among the PSFs result
this case), the PSF of point A resembles the PSF obtained by the
differ
the fo
nd D,
(as in
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nt locations of the points. A pattern of two peaks sepa-
ated by the motion extent that can be observed in the
SFs characterizes the PSF of high frequency sinusoidal
ibrations. In small angular motion (as in this case), the
SF of point A is similar to its approximated version,
hich is the same as the traditional PSF.
A common single-number quantitative measure of the

mage quality limitations imposed by the PSF is the
TFA, which is the area enclosed between the MTF curve

nd an approximated contrast threshold of the human vi-
ual system. Because the PSFs here are not isotropic, the
wo-dimensional MTF was used, and the contrast thresh-
ld was approximated by a constant value of 0.02, which
ay be considered a rough estimate of the threshold con-

rast for the human visual system.3 Results are presented
n Table 3.

The MTFA values in this table give a quantitative as-
essment of the image degradation resulting from the
SFs shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that significantly dif-

erent MTFA values are obtained for points at different lo-
ations under the given setup. Point A (located at the op-
ical axis) suffers the lowest degradation, while point B
uffers the highest. The relatively large variations among
he MTFA values mean that taking into account the
pace-variant effects of the angular motion and the object
ocation in the FOV can become significant.

Figure 8(a) compares cross sections (in the motion di-
ection) of the overall angular motion MTFs for the four
oint locations (A, B, C, and D, shown in Fig. 2) with re-
ard to an approximated contrast threshold of the human

Table 3. Two-Dimensional MTFAs for the PSFs
Shown in Fig. 7

Point 2-D MTFA

A 678 9
B 510 9
C 573 2
D 644 0

ig. 8. (Color online) Comparison of cross sections (in the moti
ations (A, B, C, and D, as defined in Fig. 2) with regard to an app
ections (in motion direction) of the angular motion MTFs for poi
pproximation. The motion only and optics only MTFs of point C
ye. Figure 8(b) compares cross sections of the MTFs for
oint C, obtained by the proposed model, the traditional
ethod, and the approximation of the proposed model.
he motion-only and optics-only MTFs of point C are also
hown in this figure. The wider motion-only MTF indi-
ates that, in this specific setup, motion amplitude was
elatively small and causes smaller image degradation
han the optics. The results show significant differences
etween system MTFs using the new model and system
TFs using the traditional cascade approach. The high

imilarity between the proposed method and its approxi-
ated version is due to the motion magnitude’s being
uch smaller than the lens FOV; thus the approximation

f the optics PSF by its value at the center of the motion
ange is satisfying. As motion amplitude increases,
maller differences appear between the results of the tra-
itional model and those of the new model for the same
oint because the motion becomes more dominant. How-
ver, due to dependency of the motion PSF on the object
oint location, different object point locations will have
ifferent motion-only MTFs.

. CONCLUSIONS
n this work a new model of the angular motion PSF was
eveloped. The model takes into account the Seidel aber-
ations and defocus effects, which depend on the angular
osition of the object (located at the object plane) relative
o the optical axis. In motion condition these space-
ariant optical effects are also time variant (dynamic). In-
egration of the dynamic Seidel aberrations and defocus
ith the motion effect during exposure produces a space-
ariant overall PSF, in which a space-variant optics PSF
s integrated along the motion path and weighted accord-
ng to the motion PSF. This is different from the tradi-
ional method when combining motion-blur effects with
he optics response, in which the optics PSF is considered
pace invariant and equals the response at the optical
xis. In the case where the motion amplitude is much
maller than the lens FOV, an approximation is proposed

ction) of the overall angular motion MTFs for the four point lo-
ted contrast threshold of the human eye. (b) Comparison of cross
btained by the proposed model, the traditional method, and the

lso shown.
on dire
roxima
nt C, o
are a
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n which the optics PSF across the motion range is space
nvariant, approximated by its value in the center of the

otion range. Results of angular motion MTF compari-
ons of the traditional, proposed, and approximated mod-
ls show significant differences between the results of the
raditional and proposed methods, indicating that ne-
lecting the space-variant properties of the imaging sys-
em may cause inaccuracies in MTF calculations. As
ointed out in Section 4, the proposed method can be gen-
ralized to other cases where the optics PSF is motion de-
endent, such as a dynamic defocus during motion in the
irection of the optical axis.
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